The amino acid substitution model is the core component of many protein analysis systems such as sequence similarity search, sequence alignment, and phylogenetic inference. Although several general amino acid substitution models have been estimated from large and diverse protein databases, they remain inappropriate for analyzing specific species, e.g., viruses. Emerging epidemics of influenza viruses raise the need for comprehensive studies of these dangerous viruses. We propose an influenza-specific amino acid substitution model to enhance the understanding of the evolution of influenza viruses.
Background
The majority of statistical methods used for analyzing protein sequences require an amino acid substitution model to describe the evolutionary process of protein sequences. Amino acid substitution models are frequently used to infer protein phylogenetic trees under maximum likelihood or Bayesian frameworks [ [1, 2] , and references therein]. They are also used to estimate pairwise distances between protein sequences that subsequently serve as inputs for distance-based phylogenetic analyses [3] . Moreover, these models can be used for aligning protein sequences [4] . These and other applications of the amino acid substitution model are reviewed in [5] .
Many methods have been proposed to estimate general amino acid substitution models from large and diverse databases [ [1, 6] , and references therein]. These methods belong to either counting or maximum likelihood approaches. The first counting method was proposed by Dayhoff et al. [7] to estimate the PAM model. As more protein sequences accumulated, Jones et al. [8] used the same counting method to estimate the JTT model from a larger protein data set. However, the counting methods are limited to only closely related protein sequences.
The maximum likelihood method was proposed by Adachi and Hasegawa [9] to estimate the mtREV model from 20 complete vertebrate mtDNA-encoded protein sequences. The mtREV model outperformed other models when analyzing the phylogenetic relationships among species based on their mtDNA-encoded protein sequences. Whelan and Goldman [10] proposed a maximum likelihood method to estimate the WAG model from 182 globular protein families. The WAG model produced better likelihood trees than the Dayhoff and JTT models for a large number of globular protein families.
Recently, Le and Gascuel [6] improved the maximum likelihood method by incorporating the variability of evolutionary rates across sites into the estimation process.
The method was used to estimate the so-called LG model from the Pfam database. Experiments showed that the LG model gave better results than other models both in terms of likelihood values and tree topologies.
Although a number of general models have been estimated from large and diverse databases comprising multiple genes and a wide range of species, they might be inappropriate for a particular set of species due to differences in the evolutionary processes of these species. A number of specific amino acid substitution models for important species have been introduced [11, 12] , e.g. HIV-specific models that showed a consistently superior fit compared with the best general models when analyzing HIV proteins.
In recent years, the world has encountered a series of emerging influenza epidemics, including H5N1 ('avian flu') or H1N1. These have caused serious problems in economics and human health. Theoretical and experimental studies have been extensively conducted to understand the evolution, transmission and infection processes of influenza viruses [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . We propose here our FLU model which was specifically estimated for modeling the evolution of influenza viruses. Experiment results show that FLU is robust and better than other models in analyzing influenza proteins. Thus, it could enhance studies of the evolution of influenza viruses.
Results and Discussion
We used the maximum likelihood approach introduced by Le and Gascuel [6] to estimate an influenza-specific amino acid substitution model (called FLU) from data set D comprising 992 influenza protein alignments. In the following sections, the main properties and performance of FLU in comparison with 14 widely used models will be analyzed.
Model analysis
FLU, as an amino acid substitution model, includes a symmetric amino acid exchangeability matrix and an amino acid frequency vector. Thus, we analyze FLU with other models by comparing their amino acid exchangeabilities and frequencies. Table 1 presents low correlations between FLU and other models, which means that FLU is highly different from existing models. HIVb and HIVw are among the models that are most highly correlated with FLU, since they were also estimated from RNA virus proteins.
In the following, we compare FLU with HIVb (a HIVspecific model) and LG (the best general model) in detail. Figure 1 displays the amino acid frequencies of these models and the empirical amino acid frequencies (denoted Influenza) that were counted from all alignments of data set D. Amino acid frequencies of FLU and Influenza are nearly identical (correlation ~0.94), the cor-relation being much higher than that of Influenza with the 2 other models, HIVb (~0.84) and LG (~0.84). Notably, we observe large differences between the amino acid frequencies of Influenza and the others. For example, the frequency of leucine (L) in Influenza (~7%) is much lower than that in HIVb (~10%) and LG (~10%). These results indicate that FLU represents the amino acid frequencies of influenza proteins more accurately than other models.
The exchangeability coefficients of FLU, HIVb, and LG models ( Figure 2 ), in principle, describe similar biological, chemical and physical properties of the amino acids, e.g. the high exchange rate between lysine (a positively charged, polar amino acid) and arginine (a positively charged, polar amino acid) or the low exchange rate between lysine and cysteine (a neutral, nonpolar amino acid). However, they differ considerably when we look in their relative differences ( Figure 3 ). For example, 41 out of 190 coefficients in FLU are at least 5 times as large as corresponding ones in the HIVb model. Table 2 summarizes the relative differences between FLU and HIVb, LG models. In a nutshell, FLU is very different from existing models in both amino acid exchangeabilities and frequencies.
FLU performance
We compared the performance of FLU and other models in constructing maximum likelihood trees for influenza protein alignments. Maximum likelihood trees were constructed by PhyML with 4 discrete gamma rate categories (+Γ = 4), invariant sites (+I), and -F/+F options [18] .
Global test
In the global test, we used FLU and other models to construct maximum likelihood trees for 992 protein alignments of D. Since we estimated and tested FLU on the same data set D, it contains more free parameters than other models, i.e. 208 with -F option or 189 with +F option. To compare the performance of FLU and other models, the AIC criterion was used [19] .
The average AIC of FLU is higher than that of other models ( Table 3 ). For example, FLU gains 0.3 AIC per site when compared with the second best model, HIVb. In the case where 2 models have the same number of free parameters, 0.3 AIC per site is equivalent to ~45 log likelihood points per alignment of 300 sites. The last column of Table 3 shows the AIC differences between +F and -F options. The +F option would improve the AIC only when the amino acid frequencies of the model are significantly different from the empirical frequencies. However, the +F option might lead to the loss of AIC due to the penalty of 19 additional free parameters. Table 3 shows that the +F option did not improve the AIC for most of the models due to the slight difference between the Influenza and the amino acid frequencies of the models, except MtREV, MtMam, and MtArt estimated from mitochondrial proteins. In these cases, the +F option significantly improved the AIC because of the high difference between the amino acid frequencies of influenza and mitochondrial proteins (correlation ~0.54).
Two-fold cross validation
In the two-fold cross validation, we randomly divided D into halves D 1 and D 2 where either one served as the learning data set and the other acted as the testing data set. Due to the low number of protein types (see Table 4 ), D 1 and D 2 might contain alignments of the same protein types. We first estimated FLU 1 (FLU 2 ) model from D 1 (D 2 ), and then used FLU 1 (FLU 2 ) to construct maximum likelihood trees for alignments of D 2 (D 1 ). Consequently, we obtained 992 maximum likelihood trees inferred using either FLU 1 or FLU 2 . For the sake of simplicity, we denote FLU as the overall model for FLU 1 and FLU 2 in analyzing the two-fold cross validation. Since learning and testing data sets are independent, there is no penalty for additional free parameters when comparing FLU with other models, i.e., we could directly compare log likelihoods of trees inferred using FLU and other models.
It is clear from Tables 5 and 6 that FLU outperforms all other models. It helps to construct the best likelihood trees for 680 out of 992 alignments (69%) and the second The value at the row 'Twice' and column 'FLU>HIVb' indicates the number of exchangeability coefficients in FLU that are at least twice as large as corresponding ones in the HIVb model. Similar explanations can be given for other entries.
Figure 2
The exchangeability coefficients in FLU, HIVb and LG models. The black bubble at the intersection of line X and column Y presents the exchangeability between amino acid X and amino acid Y in FLU. Similarly, the grey and white bubbles present exchangeabilities between amino acids in the LG and HIVb models, respectively. These bubbles show remarkable differences between these models.
best trees for 131 other alignments (13%). FLU trees also have the highest average likelihoods, which is 0.14 log likelihood point per site higher than the second best model, HIVb (Table 7 ). This means that FLU gains about 42 log likelihood points on average when applied to an alignment of 300 amino acids. HIV models, as expected, are the second and third best models since they were also estimated from RNA virus proteins. Since HA and NA proteins are the most crucial proteins of influenza viruses, a large number of HA and NA protein sequences
Figure 3 The bubbles display the relative differences between exchangeability coefficients in FLU and HIVb (left), and FLU with LG (right).
On the left side, each bubble represents the value of (FLU ij -HIVb ij )/(FLU ij + HIVb ij ) where FLU ij (HIVb ij ) is the exchangeability coefficient in FLU (HIVb). Values 1/3 and 2/3 mean that the FLU coefficient is 2 and 5 times as large as that of HIVb, respectively. Values -1/3 and -2/3 mean that HIVb is 2 and 5 times larger than FLU, respectively. Similar explanations can be also given on the right side, but now between FLU and LG models. were available to estimate the model (see Table 4 ). FLU outperforms other models in ~98% of HA and NA alignments. It is significantly better than HIVb in ~95% (~92%) of HA (NA) alignments. However, it is worse than HIVb when analyzing M2 and PB1-F2 protein alignments. The likelihood difference between 2 trees inferred using 2 different models M 1 and M 2 might fluctuate due to various error factors, e.g., numerical problems and local optimizations. To assess the statistical significance of the difference between M 1 and M 2 , we used a simple nonparametric version of the Kishino-Hasegawa (KH) test [20] as used in [6] . As explained in [6] , the test avoids any normality assumption and selection bias that would favor one model compared with the other (refer to [6, 21] for detailed explanations and calculations). Table 8 shows that FLU is significantly better than other models for the majority of alignments. For example, the KH test determined 484 (~49%) alignments where FLU trees had significantly higher likelihood values than HIVb trees. The number increases to 731 (~74%) or 907 (~92%) when compared with the JTT and LG, respectively. FLU was significantly worse than one of 14 compared models in only ~7% of alignments. These comparisons lead to the conclusion that FLU describes the evolution of influenza viruses better than other models, thus resulting in more accurate phylogenetic trees.
Tree analysis
We observed a large number of alignments where tree topologies of FLU and other models were different (Table   9 ). For example, FLU trees and HIVb trees are topologically different for 917 (~92%) alignments, of which FLU is better than the HIVb for 655 (~72%) alignments.
To measure the difference between 2 tree topologies, we used the Robinson-Fould (RF) distance, which is the number of bi-partitions present in one of the two trees but not the other, divided by the number of possible bipartitions. Thus, the smaller the RF distance between 2 trees, the closer their topologies. Note that the RF ranges from 0.0 to 1.0. Figure 4 shows that tree topologies inferred using FLU are highly different from those inferred using other models. For example, the RF distance between FLU trees and HIVb trees is ~0.2 (~0.4) for about 25% (12.5%) of alignments. The average branch length of FLU trees (0.037) is longer than that of trees inferred using general trees, e.g.
LG (0.032), JTT (0.031). This finding indicates that FLU trees capture more hidden substitutions that might have occurred along the branches and therefore might better characterize the evolutionary patterns of influenza viruses than trees inferred using general models (see [22] for discussions on tree length).
Robustness of model
We investigated the robustness of FLU by measuring the correlations between FLU, FLU 1 and FLU 2 . Table 10 shows extremely high correlations (> 99%) between FLU, FLU 1 and FLU 2 in both amino acid frequencies and exchangeability coefficients. Thus, the data set D is sufficiently large to estimate a robust amino acid substitution model for influenza proteins. 
The last column shows proportions of proteins used to estimate the FLU model.
We also examined the influence of the temporal aspect of influenza evolution on FLU. To this end, the data set D was divided into 2 nearly equal subsets D t1 (27,752 protein sequences before 2004) and D t2 (23,397 protein sequences since 2004). We used subset D t1 (D t2 ) to esti-mate model FLU t1 (FLU t2 ). FLU t1 and FLU t2 were nearly identical (correlation ~0.99). Moreover, FLU t1 and FLU t2 were highly correlated to FLU (correlation ~0.97). The high correlations indicate that the influence of the temporal aspect of influenza evolution on estimating the 
Conclusions
We propose the FLU model that has been specifically estimated for modeling the evolution of influenza viruses. Analyses revealed significant differences between FLU and existing models in both amino acid frequencies and exchangeability coefficients. Experiments showed that FLU better characterizes the evolutionary patterns of influenza viruses than general models. Both the global test and 2-fold cross validation confirmed that FLU is better than existing models in constructing maximum likelihood trees. Using the KH test, FLU proved significantly better than other models for a majority of alignments tested. Nevertheless, there were a few alignments (typically from M2 and PB1-F2 proteins) where FLU was significantly worse than the HIV-specific models or general models, e.g. LG, or JTT. In this study, amino acid sequences were aligned by Muscle [23] to produce alignments that serve as inputs for estimating FLU.
Recently, Liu et al. [24] proposed a method for coestimating sequence alignments and phylogenetic trees, and showed that it improved tree and alignment accuracy compared with 2-phase methods for large DNA data sets.
Although previous studies showed that models estimated using near-optimal phylogenetic trees are relatively stable [ [10] , and references therein], it would be interesting to assess the influence of the coestimation method on the estimation of amino acid substitution models in future work. The occurrence of homologous recombination within influenza virus genes has been reported, however, it is rare and controversial [25, 26] . Therefore, the FLU was estimated in a standard phylogenetic framework. The effect of the homologous recombination, if it occurs at all, on the FLU model would be discovered in future work. In summary, FLU model is useful for any influenza protein analysis system that demands an accurate description of amino acid substitutions. It should enhance our understanding of the evolution, transmission and infection processes of influenza viruses.
Methods

Data
Influenza viruses are RNA viruses from the Orthomyxoviridae family, which is divided into 3 types: influenzas A, B, and C. Influenza A viruses frequently cause serious epidemics and pandemics, such as Spanish flu H1N1, Asian flu H2N2, Hong Kong flu H3N2, or avian flu H5N1 (see Table 4 for a short summary of influenza viruses). Influenza viruses have been isolated since the beginning of the 20th century, and a huge number of their proteins have been sequenced and stored at the NCBI [13, 16] .
To estimate the amino acid substitution model for influenza viruses, we downloaded the entire influenza database at NCBI (July 26th 2009 version) [16] , including 112,450 protein sequences (103,626 for A; 7,892 for B; and 932 for C). The sequences were processed before estimating the model.
• Cleaning step: Only distinct sequences were kept. The set consisted of 51,061 sequences, i.e. 46,909 for A; 3,845 for B; and 307 for C. • Dividing step: These distinct sequences were randomly divided into small groups such that each group contained from 5 to 100 homologous sequences (the same protein type) of the same virus type. This resulted in 1046 groups.
• Aligning step: The 1046 groups were aligned by Muscle, a multiple alignment program [23] . The alignments were cleaned by the GBLOCKS [27] to eliminate sites containing many gaps. We selected 992 alignments which contain at least 5 sequences and 50 sites for estimating the model. 
is the tree inferred using M 1 (M 2 ) model. #T 1 > T 2 : the number of alignments where topologies of T 1 and T 2 are different and the likelihood of T 1 is higher than the likelihood of T 2 (the first number), and the number of alignments where topologies of T 1 and T 2 are different (the second number). #T 1 > T 2 (p < 0.05): special cases of #T 1 >T 2 , where T 1 is significantly better than T 2 . #T 2 > T 1 (p < 0.05): the same as #T 1 > T 2 (p < 0.5), but now T 2 is significantly better than T 1 .
Figure 4
The Robinson-Foulds distance between trees inferred using FLU and HIVb (LG, JTT, HIVw) models. The horizontal axis indicates the RF distance between 2 tree topologies, whereas the vertical axis indicates the number of alignments.
Model
We assume, as usual, that amino acid sites evolve independently, and the process has remained constant throughout the course of evolution. The substitution process between amino acids is modeled by a time- } such that q xy = r xy π y and q xx = -Σ y≠x q xy . The likelihood of a multiple sequence alignment D = {d 1 , ..., d n } of n sites given their phylogenetic tree T and the model Q is where L(T, Q|d i ) is the likelihood of site d i given tree T and model Q that can be efficiently calculated by a pruning algorithm [29] .
In Equation 1, we assumed the same substitution rate across amino acid sites. To incorporate the variability of substitution rates across sites we used the combination of invariant model [30, 31] and Γ-distribution model [32] . The heterogeneous rate model r assumes a fraction θ inv of sequence sites to be invariant, and other sites are variant with global substitution rates following the Γ-distribution [33] .
The likelihood of D given the phylogenetic tree T, substitution model Q, and rate model r is computed as where L(inv|d i ) is the likelihood of site d i following the invariant model, that is, L(inv|d i ) is equal to π x if site d i is constant and contains only amino acid x, otherwise zero when the site d i is not constant; r c T denotes the tree T with all branch lengths being multiplied by r c .
Model estimation
Given a set of m protein alignments D = {D 1 , ..., D m }, the substitution model Q can be estimated by the counting or the maximum likelihood approach [ [1] , and references therein]. A number of studies have shown that the maximum likelihood approach can avoid systematic errors and makes more efficient use of information in the protein alignments compared with the counting approach [10] . We applied the maximum likelihood approach, introduced by Le and Gascuel in [6] , to estimate the model Q.
The model Q is estimated by maximizing the likelihood L(D):
where T i and r i are the phylogenetic tree and rate model of the alignment D i , respectively. Optimizing the likelihood L(D) is a difficult problem because we have to construct all phylogenetic trees (topologies and branch lengths), Q coefficients and rate parameters. Fortunately, previous studies discovered that the estimated coefficients of Q remained nearly unchanged when near-optimal phylogenetic trees and rate parameters were used [ [10] , and references therein]. Thus, the Equation 2 can be simplified and approximated to:
where and are near-optimal phylogenetic tree and rate model of D i , respectively. We designed a 5-step procedure to estimate the model Q (see Figure 5 ): The exchangeability (frequency) column gives the correlations between exchangeability matrices (frequency vectors) of these models.
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